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49. First, we find the equation of tangent to the
44. We know the trapezoidal rule 58 hyperbola

x16y 2x 64y-72 0

atthe point (-4-3), which is given by

4x + 48y -(x-4)-32y -3)-72 o

-4x+48yx +4-32y +96-72=0
-5x +16y + 28 =0:inst
Required normal is the normal to the tangent
(i), which is given by

16x + 5y +C= 0

But it passes through (-4-3). rin

CG PETo+Y,)+1+Y2t.. +'n-)

Forseven ordinates, n = 6
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Physics

1 The velocity of a particle is given by 7. A 1 kg stone at the end of 1 m long string IS

tikwhirled in a vertical circle at constant speed of
4 m/s. The tension in the string is 6 N when the
stone is at (g =10 m/s*

-64- 15+ c = 0
v=at + bt + c

C79
Ifv is measured in ms and t is measured in

second, the unit of
(a) ais mns

b) bis ms

(C) cis ms
(d) a and bis same but that of c is different

2. The dimensions of Boltzmann constant are
(a) [ML-Te]
(c) [MLT-0]

Putting this value in Eq. (ii), we get

16x +5y +79 = 0

Which is the required normal.
(81 +81)+(16+1+0+1+16)

(a) top of the circle
(b) bottom of the circle81+34= 115

45. 1 GB=2 bytes.
c)halfway down
(d) None of the above

50. (x+2y* Y,y>0
46. Visual display unit, Hard disk drive and floppy

diskdrive, all are peripheral device.

47. Programs for playing games is not a general
purpose application software.

(x +2y ) dy = y dx

2y dy = y dx- xdy (b) [ML'Te]
(d) ML°T

gii 8. The speed of revolution of a particle going
around a circle is doubled and its angular speed

is halved. What happens to:the centripetal

2ydy=X-xdy
y 3. The displacement xof aparticle movinginone s

ab acceleration?

(a) Remains unchanged e48. (1+i+(1-i°
(1+i) +[(1-i
=1+i+3i (1+i)+[1-i 3i(1-i)1
=1-i+3 -3+(1+i-3i -32

dimension is related to time t by the equation
t=w*+ 3 where x is in metre and t is in

second. The displacement when its velocity is
iopil (b) Halved

c) Doubled
On integrating,

2y-+C (d) Becomes four times
zero is2 9. A body is sliding down on a rough inclined

plane which makes an angle of 30 with the
horizontal. If the coefficient of friction is 0.26,

the acceleration in m/s* is

(a) zero
(c) 4 m

(6) 1 m
(d) 9m+C=-2+2i+(-2-2i)

-2+2i + 4+4 +8i70 4.A stone falls freely from rest, and the distance
covered by it in the last second of its motion ao
quals the distance covered by it in the first s

nree seconds of its motion. The stone remains
in the air for

y° = x+y
1.95 (b) 2.78

-2+ 2i+4-4+8 (d) 4.6n is C).3.47
10. Work done in time t on a body of mass m7,

ewhich is accelerated from rest to a speed v in

timet, as a function of timet, is given by

X=y-Cy 101 D

10 2=2(-1+5i)

(a) 5s b) 8S o0 (6)(c) 10s (d) 15sa3 f

DOdy is dropped from a height 39.2 m. Afterit s(a)mt (6) mt id
crosses half distance the acceleration due to
ETEVity ceases to act. he bady will it the od
8round with velocityy
(a) 19.6 m/s
c) 1.96 m/s

6. The

1

2

(6) 20 m/s
(d) 196 m/s

11. When a body starts to roll on an inclined plane,

etits potential energy is converted into

Ximum range of a gun of horZonta (a) translational kineticenergy only

s l6 km. If g is 10 m/s, the muzzIeg 5i5 (b) translational and rotational kinetic
velocity of the shell will be(a) 400 m/s
(c) 800 m/s

energies

(b) 200 m/s
(d) 256 m/s

(c) rotational kinetic energy only

(d) None of the above
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D. The mass of the earth is 81 times the mass of

the moon. At what distance from the centre of

18. Two pendulums oscillate with a constant
difference of 90° and same amplitude,
maximum velocity of one is v. The maximum

smaller sphcre is

(6) 5:4
(d) 8:25

(a) 10:8
(c) 4:1 (b)(a) 5

(c) 25:8
9:1

velocity of the other will be 32. The equation of stationary wave in strercne

d) 2:1the earth the gravitational force will be zero?
(a)2 (b) A black body is heate fron 27C to 927C.a) string is givenby y = 5 sincos 40nt, where(d) c2v What will be the ratio of radiations emitted?3

3X and y are in cm and t in second. The
(b) 1:1619.1f a simple harmonic oscillator has

10 0TET 7 2 displacement of O.02 m and acceleration cqual
13. Which of the following is uniform for asatellitei to 2.0 ms at any time, the angular frequeney

(a) 1:4
(c) 1:64

ish looking up through the water sees the26tside world contained inacircularhorízon. If

d) (d) 1:256 Separation between two adjacent nodes isa) 1.5 cm b) 3 cm
(d) 4 cmof the oscillator is equal to

(a) 10 rads
(c) 100 rad s

20. A simple pendulum of period T has a metal bob
which is negatively charged. If it is allowed to
oscillate above a positively charged metal
plate, its period will

6 cm

33. The frequency of a train whistle is 360 Hz. ASthe train passes through a station the frequency
Ppears to be 400 Hz to a man who is standingon the station platform. if the speed of sound inair is 340 m/s, the speed of train is
(a) 20 m/s
(c) 36 m/s

34. Twometallic spheres ofradiilcm and 2 cm are
ven charges 10C and 5x10Cc

in its orbit?
the refractive index of water is and fish is(a) Velocity

(b) Momentum
() Angular momentum
d) Acceleration

(b) 0.1 rad s-1
3

(d) 1 radsavl 12 cm below the surface, the radius of the circle
in centimetres is
(a) 12x 3x V5 (b) 4x5

(d) 12x3sare made of the same

material. Which of these will have the largest
extension when the same tension is applied?
(a) Length 50 cm and diameter 0.5 mm
(b) Length 100 cm and diameter 1 mm
(c) Length 200 cm and diameter 2 mm
d) Lengh 300 cm and diameter 3 mm

u 14. The following fou (b) 34 m/s
(d) 39 m/s

(c) 12x3x 7

(a) remain equal to T

b) become less thanT
(c) become greater than T

(d) become infinite

27. A beam of light is converging towards a point I
on a screen. A plane parallel plate of glass
(thickness in the direction of beame, refractive
index u) is introduced in the path of the beam.
The convergence point is shifted by

(a) t 1 away

Tespecavely. f they are connected by a
coinecting wire, the final charge on the smaller
sphere is

(a) 1x10C21. Which of the following is not thermodynamical (b) 2x10c15. Two rods of different materials having
b) 1awayfunction? (c) 3x10 c (d) 4x10ccoefficients of linear expansion 1,2 and

Young's moduli } and Y, respectively are fixed

between two rigid massive walls. The rods are

heated such thar they undergo the same
increase in temperarure. There is no bending of

rods. If a, :2 =2:3 the thermal sresses
developed in the cwo rods are equal, provided
Y is equaito
(a) 2:3
(c) 3:2

16. Two soap bubbles of different radii are formed

at the wo ends of a tube and are in
communication with each other through the
tube. What will happen to them?

(a) Smaller bubble will grow until larger one
collapses

(b) Larger bubble will grow until smaller

bubble collapses
(c) Smaller bubble will grow rill both have

(b) Work done
(d) Internal energy

(a) Enthalpy
Gibbs energy

22. A sample of ideal monoatomic gas is taken

round the cycle ABCA as shown in the figure

The work done during the cycle is

35. The capacitance of a parallel-plate condenser
does not depend upon
(a) area oí the plates
() medium berween the plates
c) distance berween the plates
()metal cf the plates

36. A parallel-piare condenser is filled with rwo

dielectries as shown in the figure. Area of each
plate is A m and the separation is d metre. The

dielectric constants areK and K, respectively.

Its capacitance in tarad wil be

1nearer (4) eDearer
28. Two thin lenses of focal length fi and f are

made of materials of dispersive powers a and
@2 Tespectively. The lenses are kept in contact.
The combination will show no chromaie
aberration, if

(4p, 3)
Cb) 1:1
d) 4:9 (a) =02 -

fo =S202
47. A person cannot see objects clearly beyond

30 em. The power of the lens to correct tne

(d) So x f9 =0
(p. V) (p, 3V)

vision is
(b) 3pV
(d) 9pV

(a) zero
(c) 6pV

23. At what temperature, pressure rem

Conslant, will the rms velocity of a gas be hain

(a) +5 D (b)-0.5DD

(a) +2D(c)-2Dng

Ocolherent light sources S and

A6000 A) ure 1 mm apart from each otne

e sereen is placed at a distanceof 25Cm trom

e Sources, 'The width of the ringes o a
SCTeen should be
(a) 0.015 cm
(c) 0.010 em31,

its value at 0°C?
same radius

(d) Both bubbles will stay as they were

17. A soap bubble has radius r. The surface tension

of the soap film is T. The energy needed to

double the radius of the bubble without change

of temperature is

(a) oc
(c) 32C

(b) -237°C
(d) -204°C 20 3)

24. Two spheres of different materjals 0

double the radius and one-fourf the

wih

hickness of the other are filled with ice h

37. Twovires of same metal have same length, but

theircross-Sections are in the ratio 3: 1. They

are joined in series. The resistance of thicker

wire is 10 S2. The total resistance of the

combination will be

(b) 0.025 em

(d) o.030 cm

time taken for complete melting O ce in
malee produce interterence. The ratio ofWaves having intensities in the ratio

ari (a) 4TrT i s(b) 2uT
(c) 12trT

larger radius one is 25 min andthatforsmah

the(d) 241trT * to nninimum intensity is equal ta
one 1s 16 min, the ratio o
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electrons acceleratea tnrougn 50 RV k 6) a silicon crystal doped with auA bea
49

get. Which of the following
43. An ammeter of range 1A has a

0.9 . To extend the range to 10 A

necessary shunt required is

(a) 0.12
(c) 0.92O 375(d) 12

b)
impurity

agermanium crystal doped with boron
impurity

a a gemanium crystal doped with
phosphorus impurity

X-ray
frequencies will be missing?

(a) 4x10s Hz

(c) 12x10 Hz

(b) 6x10 Hz
(d) 14 x10 Hz

(c) 40 2 (d) 1002 : (b) 0.01

38. Resistances of 6 2 each are connected in the

manner as showm in the figure. Wíth the

current 0.5 A as shown, the poential difference

VpV is

50. A
PYPpEe

semiconductor

50 silicon crystal doped with arsenic

is

44. Lenz's law is a statement of a 28i1y

(a) law of conservation of charge

(b) law of conservation of energy

(C) law of conservation of mass

(d) law of conservation of linear momentum

45. Energy required to establish a current of 4 Ain

a self-inductance L = 200 mH is

impurity

62 6 2w6 2ww
62ww.0.5 A

Chemistry

6262w sl o ww
S1.

Electronie configuration of H

(b) 1sU
(d) 1s, 2s

is 58. Molality of a solution is equal to

(al number of moles ofsolute
(a) 0.16J
(c)0.40J

46. For a photoelectric cell, the graph showing the

variation of cut-off

(b)
(d) 1.6 J

0.80 (a) 1s

(b) 6.0 V

(d) 7.2 V(a) 3.6 V

(c) 3.0 V

39. The electrochemical equivalent of Mg is

0.126 mg/C. In a solution 5 A current is passed

up to one hour. T'he amount of Mg deposited

will be

() 1s
From the given sets or quantum numbers, the

one that iS inconsistent with the theory is

number of litres of solution

voltage (V%)with

b) number of g-equivalents ofsolute
D

frequency v of incident light is

number of litres of solution

number of moles of solute

number of kilogram of solvent

numberofmoles of acomponent
(a) n=3=2 m=-3s=+

s1(a) 0.0378 g
(c) 0.378Bg

b) 0.277 g

(d) 2.278

(b) n =4, l=3 m =3 s=+ 97 (d)
total number of moles of all components

2

,

40. In the figure, there are two semi-circles of radii

i and r2in which a current i is flowing. The

magnetic induction at centre O will be

()n= 2l=1, m =0, S =- 59. If we mix a pentavalent impurity in a crystal

RDlattice of Ge, what type 'of semiconductor

() (i) (d) n= 4, l=3 m = 2 s =+* O formation will occur?

(a) p-type

() Both (a) and (b)' (d) None of these

60. The number of Na" ions filing all octahedral

n-type

53. Pick out the isoelectronic structures from the

following
CH H N voids in NaCi tructure iS

b) 12

(b) I and TV

(d) II, II and IV

(a) 6
13

iv) (a) I andII
(c)I and II

4. The IE of hydrogen atom is 13.6 eV. The energy
(iti)

(d) 14

(b) (i)
(d) (iv)

61. In the following reaction

3Lt7 2He" + 1

(a) ()
c) ii)

Ca)HG+) (b)o o-) 47. Consider the spectral line resulting from ne

transitionn=2> n =1 in the atoms and 1on5

given below. The shortest wavelength in T

Oproduced Dy

Tequired to remove an electron in the n2

state of the hydrogen atom is

(a) 27.2 eV
(c) 6.8 eV

S5. Which of

the missing particle is

(a) electron
(c)proton

4
b) 13.6 eV

(d) 3.4 eV

(6). neutron

fs) (d) deuteron

(
62. The decay constant of a radioactive sample is

'. The half-life and mean life of the sample

are, respectively

41. A straight wire of diameter 0.5 mm carrying aar
current of 1 A is replaced by another wire of

1 mm diameter carrying the same current. The

strength of magnetic field far away is

(a) twice the earlier value

(b) one-half of the earlier value

(C) one-quarter of the earlier value

(d) no change

42. Which of the following is most suitable for thee

core of electromagnets?

the following8 species IS

(a) hydrogen atom
(b) deuterium atom

(c)single ionized helium

(d) doubly ionized lithium

paramagmetic?
(a)

.
CN

(c)

6)
(a)In

02
56. XeF has a shape or

(a) spherical
6) trigonal bipyramidal
square planar
a) tetrahedral

(d) Co

t (C) 2 In 2;
(d)An22reased

48. The activity of a radioactive element dece

to one-third of the original activity lo

period of nine years. After a further ldp

nine years its activity will be

63. Consider the two gaseous equilibria involving

SO2i and the
corresponding equilibrium

constants at298 K

57. If 20 mlL of 0.4 N NaOH solution
completely

(a) lo

sOg)+0i8) SO,&K

3(a) Air

(c)Ste

(b) Soft iron
(d) Cu-Ni alloy

ofdses 40 mL ofa dibasic acid, the molarny

of the acid solution 1s
2s0,(8)

2S0,g)+02g);K2

6 (a) 0.1 M
c) 0.3 MM

(b) 0.2 M

(d) 0.4M
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Elements or which group form anions most

readuyn grOup 6) Nitrogen group

nion
70. In the reaction of A+ 2B C+ 2D, the inits.

The values of the equilibrium constants are

related by

(a) K2=K (b) K2=Kf

1

(a) 2-cyclohexylbutane
6) 2-phenylbutane
(c) 3-cyclohexylbutane
(d) 3-phenylbutane

89. The weakest acid among the following is
(a) CH,COOH
() CHCICOOH

90. Which are isomers?

grrrate. at t0 was found to
dt (a) Oxygen group (6) Nitrogen

?

(d) Alkalimetals
2.6x 10 Ms, What is the valueof-B] (c)

Halogens
nc HoSO 4 Comes in contact with sugar,

KK d)K2K
itbecomes black due to

(a) hydrolysis

(c) decolourisation (d) dehydration

Hypochlorous acid is

(a) HOCI
(c)HClO3

onWhich of the following is paramagnetic?

(a) [Ni(CO1*
(c) Ni(CN),12

a9, Which of the following elements is present in a

red blood cells of man?o nue agrdg

t 0in Ms

(a) 2.6 x 10
() 1.0x10

71. Copper sulphate solution i electrolysed usino

copper electrode. The reaction taking place a

80.
When

Y

(b) CH,ClcoOH
(d) CClcOOH

(b) 5.2x10-2 (b) hydration
64. For the reaction,

(d) 6.5x 1o-3
A+B C+D,

the initial concentrations of A and B are equal.

The equilibrium concentration ofC is two times

the equilibrium concentration of A. The

equilibrium constantis

a) Methanol and methoxymethane
b) Ethanol and ethoxyethane
c) Propionic acid and ethyl acetate
(d) Propionaldehyde and acetone

91. The compound

(b) HCIO
(d) Hclo,

anode is

H(a) H +e
b) SO;(aq) SO4 + 2e

(c) Cu + 2e Cu

(d) Cu(s) Cu (aq) + 2e

72. Howmany cc of oxygen will be liberated by 2A

current flowing for 3 min 13s through

(6) [Co(NH3),13*

d) NiCI,-
XCHg) reacts with

(6)
4 ammoniacal AgNO, to give a white precipitate

and reacts with excess of KMn0, to give the
to n acid, (CHa),CHCOOH Therefore, X is

(a) CH=CH-CH=CH-CH
(b) CHCCH,),C=CH
(c)(CH)CH.C=CH
(a) (CH)C=C=CH2

92. Which of the following compounds is oxidised
to prepare methyl ethyl ketone?
(a) 2-propanol

i (c) 2-butanol

93. Identify Z in the following series

(a) 4

(c)9 (d)
9

65. The pOH of a solution is 6.0. Its pH willbe

(a) 6A1 (6) 8
(02 ie riasps(d) 14

66. Solubility products of Al(OH), and Zn(OH), are

ettn8.5x 10and 1.8 x 10 respectively. Ifboth

Al and Zn ions are present in a solution,

which one will be precipitated first on addition

of NH,OH?

(a) Al(OH)D

() Both a) and (b) (d) None of these

Fe (b) Ra(a)
(c) Co

84. The complex [Co(ONO)(NHg)s]SO4 is named

(ad) None of these
acidulated water?
(a) 11.2 cc

(c) 44.8 cc

(b) 33.6 cc

(d) 22.4 cc as
(a) nitropentamminecobalt (III) sulphate

(b) nitropentamminecobalt (II) sulphate

(c) nitritopentamminecobalt (II) sulphate
(d) pentamminenitritocobalt () sulphate

85. Prussian blue is formmed when

73. Which of the following will have the highest

coagulating power for AsaSg colloid?

(a) PO4

()Al3
74. Adsorption is multilayer in the case of

(a) physical adsorption
(b) chemisorption
(c)Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of the above

(b) 1-butanol
Cd) t-butyl alcohol(b) So;

(b) Zn(OHH2 (d) Na
CH,OH

PBr3 x acKO

)HSO4
(a) ferrous sulphate reacts with FeClg

(6) ferric sulphate reacts with KLFe(CN),]

(C) ferrous ammonium sulphate reacts with à

FeCl3

(a) ammonium sulphate reacts with FeCla

86. Which of the following radicals will not be

precipitated by passing H,S in concentrated
acid solution?

i67. In a reversible isothermal process, the change

in internal energy is i i) H0, heat
(6) positive
(d) None of these

(a) zero
(c) negative

68. Based on the following thermochemical

equations
H,Og)+ C6) CO(g) + H2(g);

(a) CH2CH2
(6) CH3CH,OH
()CHCH2-0-CH2CHg
(d) None of the above

94. Benedict solution provides

(a) Ag (
)Cu2

s95. Base catalysed aldol condensation occurs with

75. The sky looks blue due to

(a) dispersion effect (b) reflection

(C)transmission (d) scattering
20

76. In blast furnace, iron oxide is reduced by

(a) silica
AH 131 kJ

Li
d) Ba-
b)

COg)+O,(g) CO2g;
(b) CO

(d) limestone

(a) Copper
Arsenic

(b) Antimony
(d) Cadmium

C

In which of the following solvents, AgBr w
have the highest solubility?
(a) 103 M NaBr

77. In electrorefining of metal, the impure metai

made the anode and a strip of pure metal

cathode during the electrolysis of an aqus

solution of a complex metal salt. This meu

cannot be used for refining of
(a) silver

AH=-282 kJ
(a) benzaldehyde

(6) 2-methyl propionaldehyde

() 2,2-dimethyl propionaldehyde

(d) None of the above

Ha)+0g) H,o);

88. TUPAC name of the following compouna is

(b) 10 M NH,OH

(d) 10 M HBrAH = -242 kJ c) Pure water
Co)+O,g) COg% AH =XkJ

the value of X will be

(a)-393 kJ
t(c)+393 kJ

69. Which of the following is a first order reaction?

(a) NHNO2 N2 + 2H,0
(b) 2HI
(c) 2NO2
(d) 2NO + O2 2NO2

96. Which among the following represents an

amide?
(b) copper

(C) aluminium (d) zinc
Cb) -655 kJ OH NH2

(d) +655 kJ. 78. The first ionisation potential of Na, Mg»

Si are in the order
CH3--CH2CH3 .i

(b)E(a) Na < Mg >Al< Si
(b) Na > Mg> Al> Si
(c) Na <Mg <Al> Si
(d) Na > Mg > Al < Si

(a).

Ha+ 2
2NO +O2
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sin(A) then d', t, ¢ are insin13sinC sin ( Cy(a) It has a cobalt atom

(b) It also occurs in plants
(c) It is also present in rain water
(d) It is necdcd for human body in very s

122.The vectors 21+ 3j-4k and ai +bj + ck are
perpendicular, when
(a) a 2, b 3c-4(6) a=4,b=4,c=5
(c) a=4,b=4, c=-5
(d) None of the above

123. Value of a for which the vectors (2-1, 1,

COOH CONH2
(b) GP
(d) None of these

P
HP

(C) (d)
amounts

99. Which of the following food-stuffs contal
nitrogen?
(a) Carbohydrates
(c) Proteins

14.f
60°, a = 5,b= 4/3 in A ABC, then B is

equal to
30° (b)

(d) None of these
6097. Mark the correct statement

a) 90°(a) Methylamine is slightdy acidic

(b) Methylamine is less basic than NH3

( Methylamine is stronger base than NH,

(d) Methylamine forms salt with alkalies

98. Which of the following statements about

vitamin B2 is incorrect?

(b)
(d) None of tlhese

Fats

15.Ifa+b+c=0,
2ax + 3by + 4C=0 Passes through the fixed

4,2-) and (3, a,5)become coplanar willbe
(a) 4

the straight line
(b) 4

100. Glucose is obtained from

(a) starch
(c) Both (a) and (b) (d) None of these

no sucha exists (d) None of these
124. A man runs due North at the rate of 20 km/h

and the wínd blows from the East at the rate of
15 km/h. Then, the velocity of the wind relative

(b) molasses point

to the man wil be(b) (2,2)
Mathematics (a) 2 km/h

(c) 25 km/
Cb) 3 km/h
(d) None of these107. In a throw of two dice, the probability of

getting a sum of 7 or 11 is
(d) No such fixed point

116. The orthocentre of the triangle formed by the

lines 3y =0 and x + y =lis

101. The middle term in the expansion of
125. IfL m, n are the DCs of a line, then

) +m*+n* =0 b) m+n =1

(c) I+m +n=1 ()=m=n=l
126. The locus of the point, which moves such that

its distance from (1, -2 2)is unity, will be

(a)xy*+-2x + 4y-4z+8 0
(b)-y2--2-4y 4+80
(c)* +#+2x+4y-4 +8 =0

(d)+y+#-2x+4y+ 4 +8 =0

which the sphere

a)

5 (d) None of these
b)-

108. The probability that at least one of the evens

A and B occurs is 0.7 and they occur (c) 0, 0)

simultaneously with probability 0.2. Then
ca)-c aa

117. Equation of the circle which passes through the

origin and cuts intercepts of lengths a andbon
102. If in an AP, 3rd term is 18 and 7th term is 30,

PA)+ P(B) is equal to
the sum of its 17 terms is (b) 0.6

(d) 1.4 127.The
2+y =504 divides the line segment

0.8(6) 612
(d) None of these

(a)
(c)(a) 600 1.1

axes i rano
(a)x+y+ ax + by =0

(b)x+ y-ax- by =0

(c)x+ +bx +ay =0

(c) 624
103. The sum of the digits in the unit place of all the

numbers formed with the help of 3, 4, 5, 6

taken all at a time is

109. If sin 6 + cosec8 = 2, then sin* e+ cosecs0s

equal to
(a)
(c)

AB joining the points A (12-4, 8) and

B(27,-9, 18) is given by

(a) 2:3 externally

1:2extermally
(b) 4 (b) 2:3 intermally

d) None of these
1

b) 108 d) None of these (d) None of the above
432 2(a)

(c) 36 8. If focus of a parabola is at (3, 3) and its direcnx
IS 3x-4y = 2 then its latusrectum is
(a) 2

(c) 4

(d) 18 110. The maximum value of
128. lim equals

104. If A is any non-zero square matrix of ordern,

then A (adj A) ís equal to

(a) I
(c) 1A1"I

ScosB3
co 3is (b)

(d) 5
3

log 2
(b) IAI
(d) None of these

(a) log 2(b) - 10

(d) None of these

solutions

2(a) 10

(c) (d) None of these

2)=1 Then,
17, lf the straight line y = 4x+ cis a tangent to tne

() 2log 2

J=4 and
14

111. If a and B are the

a tan + b sec 0 = c, then tan a + ) is e

120.Thedistancebetween the foci ofa hyperbola

105.IfA-0-1ndB- then Clipse+ =1, then ewill beequalto 129. L D-2 is given bylim
2(b) t6_

(a)132
(a) t4 x-2

3A 4B is equal to
BI 2 1 27] 2ac (c) t1

(a) 2
o 4 10

2ac() (a 2

() -4
(b) is

16 and its eccentrt is 2. Its equation will

(d) 3

2ac (d) None of these 130. Ify = lo8nx (tan x), then is equal to

74

121, Which oneof the following is not definedi

(d) None of these (a) xd - y 32
(x-y =16

(b) y*-a 32
4 (b)-4log 2

(aog206. The number of solutions of the equation

x3 x1+2=0is
112. Ifsin +cosec2=, then x isequa

5 (d) None of these

ti(b) dx26h
)(3dx 2ih)4 d) Gt 26)t

4((log 2(a)
(c)

(b) 5

(d) 3

(a)+4(b) 1

(d) 4
0(a)

c) 2
1
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(b) 1.1176

(a)
1.1167

(c) 1.118b) il (d) Noneof these 149.131. If ylog x2 for x #0, 2, theny (3) is

equal to

ni (a-9 4

146. The
coefticient of x4

1 +X+Xx+x*)'is

(a) 990
810

ent of x in the expansion of
qual to

d)
4 (a) 0

) 2
b) 1

(d) 3(b) 605
(d) None of these

(a) 140. Differential equation of the family of ury

y =a cos jx+b Sin Lx, Wnere a, bare arbitrarary
constants, is given by

150. If y =sin x cos x, then y, is equal to(c)
Doints at which the tangent to the curve

(d) None of these

147 3 +5 is perpendicular to the 1line

132. The minimum distance from the point (4, 2) too

the parabola y=8xis
(a)2

(a)
dy =0 b) +y=0

dx x+3y = 2are

(a) (6, 1), -1,4) (6) (1, 6), (1, 4)

(c) (6,1), (4,-1)° (d) (1, 6)(-1, 4)

148. Which of the following is correct?

(a) 2+ 3i>1+4i (6) 6+2i> 3+3i
(c) 5+8 i>5+7i

(b) 2/2
(d) 3/2 -1(c) Hy = 0 (d) None of these 2ia

2
133. A particle moves so that the space described in

timet is square root of aquadratic function oft.

Then,r EOis

141. The differential equation of all circles whih

pass through the origin and whose centres l
on y-axis is (d) None of these (d) None of the above

(6) acceleration o«
(a) (x-y*) - 2y= 0

Answers
(c) acceleration o s° (d) None of these

(b) (2-)+20ir )
134. A point is in motion along the curve 12y =**.

The x-coordinate, changes faster than

y-coordinate, if
(a) x e-2 2
(6) x E] -2[U 2 o[

() x e]-2 21

(d) xe]-o,-2 U[2 ol

) -y*) 0 Physics
. (c)

. (b)

(6)

9. (d)(a)
14. (a)

5. (a)

18. (b)
(6)
(a)

28. (b) 29. (c)

39. (d)

0.(a)
(c)

(a) (a) 7. (a)
17. (d)

(a)

3 8.(a)
(d)

22. (5)
(b)

2.
(b)
(a)

40, (C)

50. (6,c)

(d) C-) +y=0 15. (c) 19. 20.12. 13. 16. (6)
30.23.(d) 24.()25. (d) 26.(d) 27.

142. The differential equation of the family of cuve

y =A e +B e, where A, B are arbitrary 32. 33. (6) 34. (b) 35. (d) 36. b) 37. (d) 38.
31. (c)

. (d) 42. (b) 43. (a)ia 44. (b) 45. (d) 46. (d) 47. (d) 48. (C) 49. (d)

constants, is 10139!002A
135. Let fx)= |8t) dt. Then, f(x) is equal to

ChemistryuT (a) +8+15y =o
(b)

69.0(a)
(c)

60. (c)
(6)
d)

58. 59.57. (a)
67. (a)

55. (b) 56. ().53. (d) 54. (d)

64.
(a) glv(x)1-g uCx)]

6) &[v(x)]-& [u{x)]
(c) g[vx)] v(x)-glu(x)]u (x)

(d) None of the above

136. The value of cos x| dr is

51. (a) 52. (a)
62. (b)
72. (d) 73. (c)

82. (b,d)

dy (a) 65. (6) 66.(a) 68. (a) 70.
63. (C)b) 8+15y =0 . b) 78. (a) 79. 80.(d)

88. (a) 89. (a)
75. (d) 76. (b) 77.74

83. (a) 84. (d)

94. C)

71. (d) a) (d)90.
85.(b) 86. D) 87. (b)

81. (a)(c) +y =0
dx2 dx

99. (c)100. (c)
95. (5) 96. (d) 97: ()98. (c)

91. (c) 92. (c) 93. (b)

(d) None of the above
(a) 1

C) 0

(b) 2
(d) 3 143. Solution of the differential equaton Mathematics

104. (b) 105. (b) 106. (d) 107. (a) 108. (c) 109. (c) 110. (a)

114. (d) 115. (a) 116. (c) 117. (6) 118. (a) 119. (d) 120. (a)

137. SinX+cosx)d
V+sin2x) equals

(a) log (sin x + cos x)

(b)
( log X

(d) log sin (cos x)

138. Area common to the circle x + y =64 and

the parabola y=12x is equal to

101. (a) 102. (5)
111. (a) 112. (d)
121. (c) 122. (b)
131. (b) 132. (b) 133. (6)
141. (a) 142. (b)

-y +y)is 103. (b)
(a)

124. (d) 125. (6) 126. (a) 127. (6) 128. (c) 129. (a) 130. (c)

134. (a) 135. (c) 136. (6) 137. (6) 138. (a) 139. (c) 140. (b)
113.

(a) y-+y)=x
(b) y + Vx +y) =x
(c) x+x+ y*) = y
(d) x-2+y) =y*

144. Cube root of 18 by using Newton-a
phson

123. (b

143. (b)o: 144. (b)145. (a) 146. (a) 147. (d) 148. (d) 149. (c) 150. (c)

Note No option matcn

method will be
(b) 2.620(a) 2.26

(c) 2.602

145.Using trapezoidal rule and raking "4
value of will be

(d) None of these

4 ( None

139. Area bounded by the curve y =x, the x-axis

and the ordinatesx=-2and x =1 is +X
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Work done in blowing a soap bubble

W T x8x-
8T (2-PI=24mr°Tr

18. Let the equation of motion for first pendulum is

Hints& Solutions m second law of motion.

P ma =m 7tit
Physics pistance travelled from relation

sul+ at
A sin t

then equation for second pendulum will be1. at must have dimensions of [LT1 02

amust have dimensions of [LT

Similarly, bt must have dimensions of [LT"]

bmust have dimensions of [LT1

6. Maximum rangeRmax

Y-A sin ot5-Acos
16000=

Maximum velocity in first caseu = 400 m/s 1 vt2 ma A
Smilary, mazimum velocity for second case

Similarly, c must have dimensions of [LT']
7. Tension at any point on vertical loop

=Unit of cisms mv
T =mg cos +

W F %5 2t
a A

VV2 V
2. Boltzmann constant

MLPT
6 (1)(10) cos e + )4Y

(1)
19. Acceleration1 mvt

2
3. Given,t=vr+3 cos -1. L or

2.0- (0.02)
11. When a body rolls down on an inclined plane, it

loses potential energy. However, it acquires

both linear and angular speeds and hence, gain

kinetic energy of translation and that of

180
2-3-* 8. Centripetal acceleration,

O.02
Differentiating the above equation w.r.t. i, we

get VOa D=10 radsi
rotation. 20. In this case time period of penduium becomes

2- 12.

PGiven, velociry = 0 ie, acceleration remains constant.
m226-3 9. Acceleration of a block sliding down overa

rough inclined plane.

From figure,
Force will be zero at the point of zero intensity

81MD
81M+VM

m d
Substituring the value oft in Eq. , we get

m+m2T
x=0

18
4. Here, initial veiociry, u= 0

The distance covered by the stone in first 3 s
13, In case of satellite motion, force is central so

torque = 0 and hence, angular momentum ot

satellite is conserved, ie, L = constant.

<Tg Sine mg cos 6

21. Work done is not a thermodynamical function.

22. Werk done = Area enclosed by riangle ABC

The distance covered by the body in the last 14. Extension l= FLma = mg sin 0 - F
nrY AC xBC =;(3V- V)4p-p)

second. ma= mg sin G - R
Given, S=S x (2V(3p)=3pVma = mg Sin G- jungcosi2 2

4.5g =0.5g (2n-1)
n 5s

5. The velociry of the body at A =0

Acceleration, Tatio of is maximum for wire in option (a
23. Root mean square velocity vmsT

a=g [sin 0- cos 9))

a= 10[sin 30°-0.26 cos 30" 5, Thermal stress =Y« A®

ForAB, -t=20s
39.2

ermal stress and rise in temperature ae

equal, then102-0.262 Given,2x10x u= 0
2

2,78 m/s
V 19.6 m/s C

O S trom the smaller bubble into the large

Ad the larger bubble grows at the expenae

otthhe smaller one since A*R

10, We know
Now the body will fall with the same velocity

(19.6 ms) for BC and hit the ground at C with

19.6 m/s.

4TT1

V0+ a
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340-v,28. To emove chromatic observation, ie, to
chromatism we usC two o nore lentes
contact in place of single lens.
Mathematically condition of a chtomatism

i

4T2 (273+0)=273
B B+B2=Ta-27ac v, 34 m/s

34. 10 G, 42 5x 102c
Total charge of the system

q-6102c

of
204°C

24. Q=KA (A8)t
41. The strength of magnetic field far away from astraight wire

24. Q

A-

B
Q and A9 are same for both spheres hence Charge on the smaller sphere

where r is in the distance from the wire.+29. The person is suffering trom myopia (shon
Therefore,B is independent of the diameter ofthe wire.

sightedness) focal length of used lens

f -d=-(defected far point)

f=-(50 cm)

6x10l-2102C
1+2

42. For soft iron, coerciviry is very small and area of
ayteresis lop is very small. Because of these
characteristics, soft iron is an ideal material for
making electromaznet5.

43. Resistance of shunt

malet
15. The capacitance of a parallel plate condenser

does not depend upon metal of the plates.
It is given that 100Power p =100

f(cm) -2D
502, andt, =25 mint =16 min

CRoAKta36.D
30. Fringe width B =

G-i)6000x 10-10 x 25 x 10-2

10
=1.5x10 m = 0.015 cm

25. Accoding to Stefan's iaw

1x0.29=0.19
(10-1) 9

2LK+K3 44. Lenz's law gves the direction of induced
emi/ induced current. According to this law, the
direction of induced ernf or current in a circuit

31. Ratio of intensities= I
37. Given,PP2» h ==R, =10

s such asto cppose the cause that produces it.
This law is based upon law of conservation of26. Radius of baser=htan C

enermin
45. Energ required ;

200 x10 x4=1.63
A2

46. The variaton af cut-otf voltage (V%) with

frequency (v) of incident ight is as shown

igure.
R2 9R
R2 = 90 SN

As R and R2 are in series

Or
32. On comparing the given equation wtn

2x Z7V
coSstandard equation y = 24 sin Rcomb R +R2

= 10+ 90= 100 N27Forwater,f

7,=627. Nomal shift 4

Separation between two adjacent nodes (2+ 4)(0,5) 3Vsewg
For di-ionized lithium the value of Z is

maximum.

39, From Faraday's first law3 Cm
m2it

33. f the source is moving towards the stato
observer 0.126x 10 x5x 60 x60 48. Activicy I = lge

2.27 8 .Apparentfrequency "The
magnetie

icircular parts will be in the same directio0

Pependicular to the paper inward

inducrion due to both

V-v-vand shift takes place in direction of ray,

IamChhattisgarh.Com
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) CO (6+ 8=14)=same as CN

CThus, it is also diamagnetic.)

NO is a paramagnetic species.

161cG PET (Engg.) Solved Paper 2010

10
max 0.25x10

THowever, the number of effective octaheara
voids inNaClis 4.1

61. The complete nuclear reaction 1s

After further 9 yr

...(i) = 12x10 Hz 3Li+on HeHneutronXeFg4bp+ 2lp o "t

.

sp°d* hybridisation.š8
the structure ofXeF4 should be

ohedral but its geomery Decomes square

olanar due to the presence or two lone pairs of

From Eqs. () and (i), Hence, maximum requency possible 0.
12x 1018 Hz, 14x10° Hz frequency will be 62. All radioactive changes follow first order

kinetics and for first order reaction,
missing. n49. Minimum wavelength produced by X-ray

12375
50. The elements whose atoms nas three valance

electrons are called equivalent impurities, eg.

Al, B etc. These elements have nature to accept

free electrons, and theretore called acceptor

impurities. On doping these impurities a p-type

t d-X

v 50x103 electrons as Nhent =t1/2X

0.247 0.25 A n
C semiconductor is formed.

Moreover, Vmax 2
min Square planar

In 2S or half-life, 1/2
N2V2

Chemistry 57.
(For NaOH) (For dibasic acid)

bsi Mean life =

63. For reaction,

13.6 3.4 eV
51. H 1=0)=1 4 20 x 0.4 40 xN2

52. If n=3l=21, 0

m-2-1, 0, +1+2
[:l=0 to (n-1)]

m=-l to + The energy of electron for n =

13. 0 eVE 2

N. 20XO. 0,2N R
40 SO,(g)+0,g)SO8)

TSO]
80PA1SO-1[o,172

ST (for each value of m)
For dibasic acid,

The energy required to remove an electron in
normality

MolarityIfn=43 210
o m-3-2-1,0+1, +2 +3

n=2state of H-atom,
AE= E. - E2

=0--3.4)

For reaction,
0.2

= 0.1 M l 2s0, 250,g)+O,g)%
K,=SO,1o,]
K2(SO3+3.4 eV

58. Molality is detined as the number of moles of

solute present per kilogram of solvent. Thus,

no. of moles of solute

no. of kilogram of solvent"

55. The species having unpaired electron, is

paramagnetic in nature.
Thus, the set n=3 l=2 m=-3 s=+

SO ]O,1 )K sO3inconsistent with the theory.

53. Species having the same number of electrons

are called isoelectronicspecies.

or
(a) CN (6+7 +1

=14) Molality
*

FromEqs. () and (ii),

K K =1

RKi K 1

øls, o18, o2s,o2s, . When a pentavalent impurity is mixed in a

crystall lattice of Ge, it will occupy some ot the

lattice sites. Four out of five electrons or

impurity form

n2p n2p, 2pSpecies No.ofelectrons

ICH3 6+ 3-1 8)

H0
NH

VCH

(All the electrons are paired, so CN IS

diamagnetic.)
(b) NO 7 +8 15)

K(3+ 8-1 =10)

(7+3 10)

(6+3+l=10)

bonds with the four

heighbouring Ge atoms. The fifth electron 1s

extTa and is responsible for the conductivity or

ystal. Since, the conductivity is due to

negatively

C + D
= ols,61s,02s, o2s, c2p. 64 A+B 00nitially

X X At equilibrium
Thus, I1, III and IV, ie, H,O", NHJ and CHg are the

charged electrons,

oEniconductor so obtained is called n-type

semiconductor.
Given, at equilibrium,

Concentration of C = 2x concentration of A
isoelectronic species.

ince, one unpaired electron is present,

54. Given, IE of H-atom = 13.6 eV is paramagnetic in nature.)

c) O (8+8+2 18)

= ols, o 1s, o2s2, o 2s, 62p
LCe,there is one octahedral void at the bOay

Centre and 12 octahedral voids at the mid poin

in NaCl crystal, thus the totalnumber of

Octahedral voids =1+ 12 13
us, 13Nat ions are present in the Na

Structure.

.. Energy of electron in ground state X=2x (1-x)
2=-IE 3

=-13.6 eV

The energy ofelectron for n =2
13.6

2p 2p, 2p - T 2Py

paired
CIIDJ
LA]BlaCl

(Because of the presence of all the P
electrons, O4 is diamagnetic.) iE (2)
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72. When acidulated water IS electrolysed,
following reactions will take placeat anode

cathode.

Compiompletely filled 3s orbital. He

geamountof
ce, required aenergy.Thus,the order of first )In [Ni(CN),1*,Ni is present asNi

N Ni(CN)12=[Ar]XX deand
IP of given elements is

Na< Mg> Al<Si
At cathode, ar S

2H (aq)+2e Ha8) tb the lectron gain enthalpy (with

1ent toformaanion. Electron gain enthalpy

43d 4p

99. Hive sign), higher is the tendency of an
At anode,
2H,0) 028)+ 4H°(aq)+4e highest for halogens, thus halogens form

CN igands

ishigh
anions most readily.

Conc HSO4 is a powerful dehydrating agent.

Thus, when 1t comes n contact with sugar

fc1icrose), the sugar chars due to removal of

9t4The net reaction is"
(CN being strong field ligand, causes
pairing.)

NI(CN), because of the absence of
unpaired electrons is diamagnetic

d) in [NíCl,1,Ní is present as Ni Thus,

65. pH+ pOH =14 2H,0
acidulated

electrolysis 2H,(g)+O2g)
pH+6=14

water
pH=14-6 8 From the reaction of the anode, it is clear that

4F electricity liberates oxygen= 22400 ce

(3x 60 + 13) x 2Celectricity willliberate0,
22400 x193x 2

4x 96500

66. For precipitation,
water and its conversion to C.

lonic product> K, (solubility product)

Thus, the compound for which solubility

product and/or solubility) is lowest, will

precipitate first.

Hence, Al(OH), will be precipitated first.

67. In a reversible isothermal process, the change

in internal energy, AE is 0. This is because, AE is

a function of temperature and for isothermal
process, AT = 0.

68. On adding the first three equations, we get

Co)+O,8) CO2g);

[NiCI1=[Ar]C2H2211t conc.H2S04
Sugar

12C+11H,0
carbon1

A. (C being weak field ligand, does not

a Cigands
81. In HOCI, the oxidation state of Cl is +1, thus it

is chloric() acid. Halic() acid are also called

hypohalous acid, thus HOCl is also called

= 22.4 cc

73. AsS3 is a negatively charged colloid, thus it is

Coagulated
Hardy-Schulze rule, higher the charge over

coagulating ion, higher will be the coagulating

positive ions. According to
cause pairing of electrons.),iuo

rThus, INiCI41° due to the presence of two

uny unpaired electrons is paramagnetic.

Here two complexes, ie, [Co(NH3 ),1 and

[NiCl are paramagnetic. Thus, (b) and

(d) bothare the corect options.

83. The red pigment of blood. of man is

hypochlorous acid.

82. The complex in which unpaired electrons aree

present, is paramagnetic in nature.power.
Thus, Al* will have the highest coagulating

power for As,S3

74. In physisorption, the forces of attraction are

van der Waals forces, which result in the

formation of multimolecular layers on

adsorbent surfaçe under high pressure,

75. The blue colour pf sky is due to the scatteringo

light by dust particles alongwith wate

suspended in air.

76. In blast furnace, iron Oxide is reduced Dy

carbon monoxide, in the upper portion (a

lower temperature) of the furnace.

(a) In [Ni(CO),]**, Ni is present as Ni2

AH =(131-282-242) kJ

X=-393kJ
69. NH,NO2 N2+ 2H0 is an example of

first order reaction as in it the rate depends
only upon the concentration of NH,NO2.

Ni2 = [Ar] 3d*4s°

[Ni(CO),14 =[Ar]
haemoglobin which isa
iron (Fe). Actually heme part of haemoglobin

contains Fe bound to the pyrole system, called

porphin.

84. The IUPAC name of [Co(ON0)(NH,),]S0, is

pentamminenitritocobalt(II) sulphate.

85. The

mplex compound of
3d 4S

70. For the reaction,

A+2B C+22D
CO ligands 1

dA]dB] dC)dD]
2dt dt

(CO being strong field ligand, causes

pairing.)
Since, no unpaired electron is present,

[Ni(CO),1t is diamagnetic.

(6)In[Co(NHa)12*, Co is present as Co

Co [Arl 37 4s°

Co(NH,).1=[Ar]

dt 2dt colour of ferric ferrocyanide,

Fe[Fe(CN)E]3 is Prussian blue. It is obtained by

the reaction of ferric sulphate (Fe*) with

potassium ferrocyanide.

Fe(SO) +K[Fe(CN)%]

B] 2d[A]

dt dt 3Fe0+co 2Fe,0, +CO2

Fe,0 +CO 3FeO + CO2

77. Electrorefining is used for metals like Cu, A

Au, Al etc. Zn, howeverbeing easily volatile,

2x 2.6 x 102

5.2x 102 Ms
71. When copper sulphate solution is electrolysed

using copper electrode, the following reactions
will take place.
At anode, 3

refined by distillation.

Fe[Fe(CNala + KSO4
prussian blue

78. On moving along a period, since the electr
on ls

86. Antimony and tin sulphides are soluble in

concentrated HCl solution. Thus, antimony and

tin are not precipitated by passing HS in

aiConcentrated acid solution. 1

87. In NaBr and HBr, the solubility of AgBr is

suppressed due to the presence ofcommon ion

commonion effect). Moreover, AgBr being

covalent compound is insoluble in water.

3d d

Cu(s) Cu (ag)+2e
added to the same shell, the nucleus holds nc

outer shell more tightly, thus size decreu

Hence, to remove an electron from outer
large amount ofenergy is required, Thus, "

ong

a period, ionisation potential increase
A

At cathode,
NH3 ligands

IR F2

Cu (ag)+ 2e Cu) NH being strong field ligand causes

pairing and shift the remaining unpaired

clectron to higher orbital.)

e to the presence of one unpaired

ectron, [Co(NHJ12* is paramagnetdc

Thus, the net reaction is

Cus) Cu(s)
cathode

(element of IIA group) however, have lowe

as compared to Mg. This is because, in ca e of

anode Mg, the electron is removed iro
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The reactions are astollows:vtug

KMnO4u (CH),CHC=CH (excess)
1. pair

D of clcctrons fority depends upon the availability of lon
However, it is easily soluble in 10 M NHOH

due to the formation of soluble complex.

AgBr+ NH,OH Ag(NH3),]Br + HO

for donation, Presence capable of constructing vitamin-B2. Vitamina is only synthesised by bacteria as only they
nave enzymes necessary to synthesise vitamin-a Vitamin-B2 is not present in rain water.

99. The zeneral fomula for carbohydrates is
C,HO),. Thus, carbohydrates do not have
nitrogen. Proteins are polymers of amino acids
and all amino acids contain-NH2 group.
Thus, nitrogen is present in proteins.
Fats are triesters of glycerol, hence they also do
not contain nitrogen.

100. Glucose is obtained from starch as well as

rclcasing substituent like

ovCr
nitrogen, thus

methylaminc NH,)is a stronger base than

Due to its basic nature, CHgNH, forms salt wíth

(CH3),CIHCOO+Co
ammoniacal AgNO

Cl-C21;)increasestheelectron densíty
makes nitrogen moresolubie

capabl for donating electronsrHence,
(CH),CHC=CH

(CH,),CHC=CAg
white ppt.

92. Methyl ethyl kctone is a four membeto
compound, so it is obtained by the oxidationo
4-membered seconday alcohol, ie, 2-butano.

OH

88. acids.
ItVitamin-E is cmically cyanocobalamín.

ains Co metal. All vitamins including
vitamin-B12 are required in very small amournts.

2-cydohexyibutane

molasses.
Remember! Ifring contains more numberofcarbon

atoms than the alkyi group attached to it, the

compound is treated as a derivative of cycloalkane.

Thus, the corec name according to UPAC is

sec-bunieyclohexæne.

CH,CH,CHCH, CH,CH-CH,CHCHH3 -H0 methyl ethyl ketone

Neither plants nor animals are independently

2-butano

PBr CH,CH,Br alc. KOH Mathematics93. CHCHOH
Since, here cycioalkyi group is reated as

substituent
2-cydohexyibutane but it is not completely

according to IUPAC rules.

89. Presence of electron withdrawing group (like

-a,-No, etc) alongwich-cOOH group

increases the acidity of carboxylic acid by

stabilising carboxyiate ion
Since, in CHCOOH, no elecon withdrawing
group is present, thus it is the weakest acid

among the given.

90. Isomers have the same molecular formula but

101. Midle term th term (*nis even) 103. Total number of numbers formed by taking 3,
4,5, 6 all at a time = 41=24thus the name

H. Q2A CH,-CH,OH
Y Ci H20,a cH,OH

Out of which =6 numbers have 3 at unit
94. Benedict reagent is the solution of sodium

carbonate, sodium citrate and copper sulphate.

It contains blue coloured copper II ion

Cu ion)

Tp2+1 C2
place,

T,c
6 numbers have 4 at unit place,
6 numbers have 5 at unit place,

and 6 numbers have 6 at unit place
In its reaction with aldehydes, the Cu ion of

Benedict reagent gets converted into Cu ion, ie,

Cu0, which ís red in colour. Thus, red ppt is

obtained.

: Required sum

ab 6x3 6x4 6x5+ 6x6

18 24+ 30+36
different strucure formuia. Hence, middle term is "C6 and therefore

95. Presence ofa-H atom in carbonyl compounds is

necessiry for ald>l condensation.
Thus, 2-methyl propionaldehyde, due to the

presence of a-H atom, gives base catalysead

aldol condensation.

=108
Structural Molecular
formuia formula

:Option (b) is correct.

104. We know the property of adjoint of matrix thatCompound option (a) is correct.
102. Given that, Ts = 18 and T, =30

(8) |Methanoi andiCHOH
methoxy
metnane

CHO
HOCHt aCH

A(adj A)=|A|I
a+ 2d 13 ..0

0pcen (b) is correct.
CH a+ 6d = 30

y lDEtnano and CHCH OH CHO dil NaOH 105. Given, and 8-13ethoxyethaneCHCoHCH,CH10
(C Propionic aad CHCH OOD

ethyl CHCOOCHs

where a and d are the first term and common
difference respectivelyl
Solving Eqs. (i) and (i), we get

(CH)CHCHO
2-methyl propionaldehyde

+HC-CHO
CH0 Then,34-48 0-3 15o 412Then,34-43= 34 8 -24]

CH
and
acetate

d) PropionaldeCHCH CHO

hyde and CH,CoCH
acetone

CH

2 1 27
lo 1 3

a=12 and d=3
(CH,),CHÇH-C-CHO0

OH CH

Now, sum of 17th termsCHO
124+16(3 Opion (6) is correct

106. Given equationis x+3|xl+ R=0

When xlr

Sy7

Thus, propionaldehyde and acetone are
96, Amide containsCONH,group

CONF2
isomers. (2+(t1)a

91. Since, the compound X gives white precipitate

with ammoniacal AgNO3, it must be terminal
alkyne. Moreover, it gives (CH3),CH-CO0H
on oxidation with KMnO4, its structure must be

CHCHC=CH

x+3r+ 2=0Then,

124+ 48-17

le option (b) is correct.

X-1,-2
Thus, is an amide,

But when
= 17 x 36 =612

then x-3r +2=0
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sin 60 sin B

S 4N3COsCc 0 1

x=1,2
Total number of solutions4 ei
.Option (d) is correct.

107. Let P(A) = probability of getting a sumn7

+1-2
12.sin

+
cosec-1

Now,sin0+ cosec0=1?4

Option (c) is correct.

110. The given expression is

sin B .
A Weknow that,

sin+cos5 Bsia
5 cos8+3cos|0+336

and P(B) = probability of getting a sum 11

36

5

Subtrac
Eq. () by Eq. 0), we get

sin"cos
.Option (d) is correct

115. Given,
=5 cos + 3cos 0 cos-3 sin 0 sin a+b+c=0

2ax+3by+ 4c =0
..

3 and

5 cos +cos sin 0+3
Required probability

PCAUB)=P(A)+ P{B)-PA n8)
2

.i)-o = cos

13cos-Nsin +3
2

Since, Egs. ) and (i) are identical, then

366-0 [PA nB)=0 A

and B are mutually exclusives] Maximum value ofa cos + bsin 0 + cis 1=x=2
x=3C+ya+ b3 and

.Option (d) is correct.

sinA Sin (A -B)

sin C sin (B C)

sin ASin A cos B- cos A Sin B

. Option (2) is corect.

Alternate

Therefore, maximum value of expression given

in Eq. (i) is

Total number ofsampie events = 6 x6=36
Favourable events

Hence, the fixed poits are
sin C sin B cos C - cos B. sin C

= (number of events when sum is 7) -3169+27 =3+7=10
aK ak cos B-bR cOs A

cK bK cos C - ck cos B
Option (a) is correct.

116. Given lines xy = 0 and x+ y =1
number ot events when sum is 11)

6+2-8
sin A sinB sinCK x=0, y =, x+y=1

Orthocentreisobviously (0,0) because (0,0)is

the point, where altitnudes of the three vertices
Option (a) is correct.

Required probabiliy-
b C

111. Given, a tan +bsec =c

a and B are the roots of Eq. (i)

a

' COS A -
aacos B -b cos A B +d-108. Given probability that at least one of the events

A and B occurs is 0.7, ie,

meet
a tan -c= -b sec6

a tan - c = -bytan 0 +1
Then,

1-PA)PE)=0.7
Hence, opton (c) s coTect.

117. Ler the equaron of circle is

+y+2+2+c=0Cb cos C - c cos B

PCA)PB)=0.3
Also, given the probabiliry thar they occur

Squaring on botà sides,
..0

1

(atan 6- =b (tan0+1) .so

tan 9+d-2ac tan 0 =b2 tan2e+b

(a-b) tan*6 2ac tan 6+ (c*-b)=0

2nc

2ab

PA)PB)=0.2
Now, P CA U)=P(A E)

=1-PAnB)

simultaneously = 0.2
ie,

Since, the given Eq. () passing through the

points (0, 0), (¢ 0) and (0, 6} then

At (0, 0)
(a2+ c2-b?) (6+c-o)

2
C0

Then, tand + 1an p=2b2

At (a, 0) +2ag = 0

1-PA):PB) 20 20

=1-0.2 0.8
Again, PCA UB)= PC) -P) -POA n)

0.8 PCA)+ PB) - 0.3

PCA)+ PB) =1.1

Hence, option (c) i5 Correct

109. Given, sin6 + cosec 6=2 orseithbt g
sin 6+ =2 af

-btan a.1an -
aa+ -b-c-6+acca+ b--a-+85] At (0, 5)

2-2 1

b-= a-b*
26 =a+b

Hence, a, b, c* are in AP.

tan u+tan s Putting these values in Eq. ()

yar-by =0Now, tan (u+ 3) =,
1 1an tan

2ac/ - b 20C :Option (b) is correct.

1-- --e+ 118. Length of perpendicular drawn from the focus

to the directrix is
sin 6

Option (a) is correct
14, Weknow tdhat,sin0 2sin 6 + 1 = 0 3)-40-2-1I9162

(sin 6-1 =0

sin 6 =1 option (a) is orrect., ) uiio,i sinA sin B
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Alternate :1=2:3
Let the position vector or tnree given vector are

p-2-+
q-i+2-3

Option (6) iscorrect.
132. y = 8xuS,

required ratio is 2:3 internally

.Option (D) 1s correct. 1 y

x:2-X
Latusrectum 4a=4 Oncomparing with y4ar
. Option (a) is correct.

119. We know that, condition of tangency to an

ellipse isS

T3i+ aj + 5k 128. 01
COSX 4a 8 a2

If all three vectors are coplanar, then 1Using L' Hospitals ruie, Since it is of the form
Let(2t,4t)is the point on the given parabola.

qF]=0
Let d = distance between the point (4, 2) and

(2,4t)
128 +4=132

.
-11 x 2 log 2+2-1

lim2-3=0
3

ctV132
d= (42t}+(2-4t

d=16+ 4t* -16t+ 4+ 16t16t
d4t16t+ 20

Let 1=4t-16t+ 20

d16t16

sin x

Option (d) is correct.

120. Given, 2ae= 16

a
Again using L' Hospital's rule,

Expand with respect to a log 2{xZ log 2+ 2+2 log 2-0
Iimae=8 2(10+ 3a) + (5+9) + (a-6)= 0

20+6a + 14+a -6= 0

7a + 28 =0 s
av28 e= /2) coS X

log 2+ 108 =2log 2 dt

We know that, "
a- 4 For minimum or maximum oft

Option () is correct.

xf2-2f(x)
x-2

b2=a(e-1) 124. Velocity of the wind relative to man is

(20+15)km/h = 35 km/h

Option (d) is correct.

125. The relation between the direction cosines of

anyline is ( + mi+ n =1

. Option (b) is correct

126. Let the point be (x, y, z)which moves such that

its distance from (1,-2 2) is unity. Then,

Vx-1) +(y+2 +-2 =1

x+1-2x + y+ 4+4y +z+ 4-4z=1

x*+ y+z -2x + 4y 4 +8 =0

.Option (a) is correct.

127. Let the sphere x + y + z = 504 divides the

line joining the point

(27,-9, 18) in the ratio :1.

The coordinate of intersection point is

d0
32(2-1)=32

129. im 16t-16 = 0

. Equation of hyperbola is Using L' Hospital's rule,

f2) 2f )- f(2)-2f (2)

t-1)+1+t)=0
lim

2-y2 32 4821
dt4-2=2 Also,

Option (a) is correct. .Option (a) is correct.

121. Option () is not defined because 3äx 2b is a

vector and there is not any product symbol

a at(t=1)=48>0 (min)

dt
So, distance 1' is min at (t = 1)

Hence, the min distance from parabola

y8x to (4,2) is

d=(4-2+(2-4)

130. y = log sin x tan x
1og tan X

log sin XX

hotipRE

between the vectors 3x 2b and 4 log cOsX
y log sin X. Option () is correct

122. Since, 2i+3-4k and ai +bj+ ck are

perpendicular, therefore

2+3-4k)-(ai + bj+ ck)=0

2a+ 3b-4c =0
Option (b) satisfies the Eq. (i).

Hence, option (b) is correct.

123. Since, given vectors are coplanar, then there

exist scalars 2 and u such that1 +7 + = 0 and

1(2-1,1) +2 1,2-3)+4 (3 a, 5)=0

2++3u=0

COSX
- log sin x - l0g cos *in

Cos X
d4+4

(12-4, 8) and d8
...0) (log sin X) d 22

2log Option (6) is correct.

272+ 12-9.-4 182 +8

+12+1 log log(1)log 2

log 2

(given)

+1 133. Lets=at+bt + c

(2at+b)
dt2at+bt +

2
(1)

This point satisfies the equation of sphere

(27h + 12) +(-9% -4) +(18+8

+ 1504
at +bt +c:(2a)

(2at + b
2 at +bt+[On comparing the coefficients

of i, j, k from both sides] 72914+ 144+ 648) + 81 + 16
Option (c) iscorrect,

y=log -2 log. (*-2)
-1+ 2 + au =0

1-3 +5 u=0
+72) + 32412 + 64+ 288

Cat+btC)

5041 + 1008) + 504

Solving all the three equations, we get
log (x-2:1 (2a)2(at+ bt +c)--(2at+b)

6301 280 y (x)=
3/2

2 4 (at + bt +C)

--2 A

Option (b) is Correct.
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On
differentiating

138. Given, circle and parabola are

x+y=64
2x+22/ -04at+ 4abt+ 4ac-4at-b

Put y = Vyx

(4, 4/3)
4abt

dr and =12x
Solving these equation,

we get

UsingEq. ()
(+y dy=04(at+bt +c/

ay
X -1+

ac
dt Gat2 +bt +c

2r+2y dx

8,0) dx dv
2xy+(2yx-y=0X=-16, 4

y=t 4v3
Therefore, their
intersection points are

(44v3)

acdd23 a (4,4/3) -y- 2y =0.as On integrating,

X=4
dx log e+ logx=log (v + 1+)

Option (a) is correct.

Alternate
Since the centre of circle

lie on y-axis and circle

passing through origin.

Theretore, coordinate

centre will be of the

form (0, a, where a is(
any parameter.

dt2 s
Required area = y dr

=y+1+v
acceleration o* 3 a

c=y+x+y
y+y*+y =

2112 x de + 64-r de
.Option (b) is correct.

134. Given, 12y = x

y12

(0,a

Putting the values 64 si
Hence, option (b) is correct.

144. Let 18 = xx=-4,-3-2-1,1,23 Equation ofcircle is

-0+-a =a?

x+-a) =d
we get the values of

y 12 1 121
2 2/3 8+32-2/48 32

x18 F0

Let y =fx)=x*-18

64 2323-83+16- According to first. approximation of Newton

Raphson method
12 3

From these values, it is clear that x-coordinate - 3+47) Differentiating w.r.t. x, we get

changes faster than ycoordinate if x e[-2 2. y(2x)-X 1dy 0-2,0135. fx)= 8)dt Hence, option (a) is correct.
where f(x)=x*-18=fc)=3x*

Differentiating with respect to x on both sides

and apply Leibnitz-Rule,
139. Required area = , y dr = xdx

-y-2y-0 2+ 18
3X04

f)=gilr) )-gtulx))ux) Neglecting negative sign, we get 142. y=Ae+ Be r
1

15
required area =

4
dx = 3Ae*+ SBe* Put xo 2.6,

Px)=glvlx)]-v (x)-8ulx))-U (x)
Option () iscorrect

136. cos x| dr

Fcosrde + G cos x)dx

Option (c) is correct.

140. y = a cos x + b sin ux

2(2.6)+1853.14 2.620
3(2.6) 20.28d2y

9Aes+25Be3d
ay -a sin x+bu cosx

Hence, option (5) is correct.

Alternate Let x=08* taking (Xo3
d2t15y =9Ae" +25BeS+ 15Aek +15Be

(sin *)-(sin /2=2sin2 =- au cosux - bus sin jux
dx2
d'y = 24Ae* + 40Be near to root.

x=18

.Option (b) is correct
8(3Ae +5BeSr) =8 x-18=0

-4 (a cos ux + b sin ux) = - y

137. t COS X)dx

1+ sin 2x
-15y=0 fx)= x-18 0

+y=0 d2
Option (b) is correct.

143,x y+ x+y
Sin x+ COS X

)=3x

Sin X+ coS X + 2sin x cos x

(sin x+ cOs Xdx= 1dx=X

Option (b) is correct.

141. Let the circle be

We know that, -
x+y +2fy =0

n+1

V(sin x+ cos x)

Option (b) is correct.
(here, g and c arezer0
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147. Given, curve

n 1*-18)Xn+1n 3x
yEx+5
dy32

3x 18
3x

dx
=n+ 1 Now, cquation of tangent to the cury

y =+5 and perpendicular to the line

x+ 3y 2isXn+1
3x-y+ =0

Put (n 0) So, the slope of Eq. (ii) = 3x2

3 32

>PHYSICS

x 3x 1. The Galaxy in which we live is

(a) Milkyway

(c)SpiralGalaxy

2. The equation of state of the gas is expressed as

(a) cos (5/13)

-2.666
(b) Radio Galaxy

(d) None of these

(b) cos (13/12)

(d) sin (5/12)(C) /2

8. A car is circulating on the path of radius r and at
any time its velocity is v and rate of increase of

velocity isa The resultant acceleration of the car

will b
2x+18 55.897

2

y=1+ 5=6 at x=1
y=-1+ 5=4 at x=-1|21.3233x0 P -)=nRT,

Hence, the points are (-1, 4) and (1, 6).

.Option () is correct.

148. Option (d) is correct.

Since, complex number do not hold inequality.

2.620 (approx.) where p=pressure, V=volumne,

T = temperature and n, , b, R are constants. The
(b) +a

145. Here, a=0, b=2 n=4, h=
a)

dimensions of a wil be

Given,
(b) [MLT1
(d) [L']

(a) [MLT

149.
o1/2 13/2 2

3. The dimensional formula of modulus of rigidíty is

(a) [MLT)
() [MIT-*]

9.A particde of mass m is being circulated on aa

verical crcle ot radius r. If the speed of particle

at the highest point be v, then
28 /2 2/5 1/3 Cb) [MLT)

(d) [ML'T]
According to rapez0idal ruie,

(a) mg= (6) mg >

Js dr=IO *Y)+ 201+y2*Y's) =+(*)3n 4. 1 ns is defined as mv
(d) mgmv

(a) 10 s of Kr-clock of 1650763.73 oscillations

b) 10 s of Kr-clock of 652189.63 oscillations

()10 s of Cs-clock of 1650763.73 oscillations

d) 10 s of Cs-clock of 9192631770 oscillations

5. If the angle berween two vectors A and B is 120 (/m

(c)
=1+1=2

Oprion (c) is correct.

150. y = sin*x cos x = (sin 2x)

mg

10. A parce or mass m is crculating on a circle of

radius r having angular momentum L, then the

centnpetai torce wll be

(a) L/mr 6) L"m/r

67
y1 2sin 2x2 cos 2x

4

d) L/mr

60

its resultant C will be 11. A uniform disc of mass 2 kg and radius 15 cm is

revoiving around he central axis by 4 rad-s

The linear momenum ot discC will be

(a) 1.2 kg-ms
( 0.6 kg-ms

12. lf the torque or the rotational motion be zero,

then the constant quanuty will be

(a) angular momentum

(b) linear momentum

(c) angular acceleration

(d) centripetal acceleration

13. What will be the change in acceleration due to

gravity when earth shrinks by 1% to its radius ?

(a) Increase by 16
()Decrease by 196

=sin 4X
2

(a) C =|A -B|
(c) C>|A -B|

.The direction of Ä is vertically upward and

(b) C <|A-B
(d) C =|A+ B|

=1.1167
.Option (2) is corect.

(6) 1.0 kg-ms

(d) None of these

146. We have,
(1+x+x+x*}' =(1+ xi(1+x}

=(1"C x+1'C, x + "C

irection of Bis in north direction. The direction

of x wil be2 4 cos 4x = 2 cos Ax

4 cos4x2 (a) western direction

x1+1C x*+"C2* +...)
8 (6) eastern direction

C)at 45° upward in north
td) vertically downward

Y -2:4 sin 4x =-8 sin 4x

The coefficient of terms which give "

12 and 5 Tespectively, then the angle berwes

8 A i+ and the values of
, BandC are 15, (6) Increase by 2%

(d) None of these
= 55+ 605+ 330 Similarly, ya Cs4x

eenA

990

option (a) is correct. Hence, option (c) is correct
and C will be
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